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Prayer 

 

Beloved Heavenly Father! Here stands high Cheon Jeong Gung, the palace of the heavenly kingdom, 

where representatives of pure heart, whose minds and bodies are immaculately united within the realm of 

the Cosmic Sabbath and who are victorious representatives that have triumphed over the world's 

abominable, satanic history are gathered here today as the heirs and owners of this palace. You have 

become one in body with the Parents on earth who stand as your counterparts and who have established 

Cheon Jeong Gung. This was done in front of Heaven in order to eliminate all paths of lamentation and of 

suffering. 

 

In the name of True Parents on earth, in order to establish the realm of oneness of pure heart in heaven 

and on earth, as desired by God, how fully the True Parents have become one with you, our Father in 

heaven, and the trinity who came and went on your behalf, and united in one heart and one body with the 

many saints and sages who had sacrificed themselves in the religious realm! Finally, True Parents have 

won the supreme victory over millions of hardships on the central path of suffering in the satanic world 

on the foundation of the supreme victory in their hearts. By establishing this palace where heaven and 

earth can become one, and centering on the thirteen years based on the ideal of the establishment of 

Cheon Il Guk in one generation, which can move us into the era of the seventh millennium, we have 

passed through the single-digit numbers of one through nine, and reached the two-digit number, ten. 

 

To reach this horizontal two-digit number, the invisible Father and the True Parents of the perfected 

Adamic ideal, with their victorious and supreme authority, have climbed over hills of suffering and death 

in attaining the unified realm of pure heart and the unified realm of all victories. 

 

As the owners of this palace, we have lived through the first nine years since the establishment of Cheon 

Il Guk, passing through the single-digit years -- one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight and nine -- 

and reaching the tenth year, a year expressed in a two-digit number. Based on the three years that are left 

to us until we reach the number thirteen, and the three vertical stages from formation and growth on the 

horizontal line of progress, everything that is defiled in heaven and on earth can be purified and this world 

can be made into a unified world of purity, pure blood and pure love. 

 

You have allowed us the privilege of liberation by blessing all created beings after passing through 

suffering for the sake of liberation and freedom, so please permit everyone to become the citizens of the 

heavenly kingdom who can experience gratitude to God and True Parents. I am grateful to you for 

opening for us the world wherein the patriots and virtuous men and women belonging to Heaven can 

serve God and the Parents who have no relationship with the Fall and establish the kingdom of peace 

wherever and however they wish to construct it. 

 



Please, therefore, allow them, from this day forward, to become the sons and daughters of True Parents, 

who can inherit all the authority and power of Heaven as your representatives, and to become the 

ancestors who can inherit the blessed lineage as princes and representatives of kingship. 

 

They are here today, hoping to become the owners that can guide all of heaven and earth into our 

Heavenly Father's liberated realm. So please bestow your blessings on them and permit them to go 

beyond the tenth and eleventh stages and become the heirs of the supreme victory of liberation, freedom 

and perfection and to live with their ancestors in heaven and their descendants on earth as we attend you 

together. I report and declare this in the name of True Parents. 

 

Aju, Aju, Aju. 

 

 
 

Speech 

 

This year's motto is "Mansei for oneness with True Parents' pure hearts and with all their victories under 

the authority of the Cosmic Sabbath centered on true love." This motto defines the victorious authority. 

 

I ask that you all at this hour receive the authority as God's representatives and the right to inherit God's 

authority. 

 

Please show me your fortitude by raising your hands high and clapping! I proclaim, in the name of True 

Parents, that the blessing of Heaven be with all of you, Aju! 

 

The word has come to fruition already, and I have taught everything even including what could be planted 

again through first, second, and third generations. So, what shall I talk about today? I will talk about how 

heaven and earth have come to be united, which shouldn't take longer than fifteen minutes for smart 

people. 

 

The Republic of Korea is a small nation on a peninsula, one of the three nations of the Far East. Here 

dwell the people who know only the unique, time-honored Lord of that nation. 

 

You and I, we -- the people established by God -- cannot be ostracized or destroyed. When I was young, I 

lived in a village of people that had been driven there by the Japanese controlled Korean government. 

This nation began from God, however, and a nation that attends God will never be destroyed. I learned 

and understood that fact from a very young age. 

 

God warned me long ago that I am not allowed to run away or disappear. 

 

God has already told me that heaven would take me away from earth, by such means as beating me to 

death, if I went astray. What then am I to do? Whatever I do, I have to do that which is of God, and I have 

to live my life while centering on God. The man who appears before you today has endured such a life 

until today after making that kind of public declaration. 

 

Korean people are full of grief and sorrow, and are a unique people. Even Japan cannot compare to 

Korea. There are 193 nations registered with the UN, but only one nation came into being centered on 

God. That nation is Korea. 

 

Who am I? I am the person that teaches about God. If God's will exists, I am the one who knows about it 

and teaches it to you; and if God's love exists, I am the person who teaches about that love; and if God has 

possessions, I am the one who can teach you God's singular will from the position of the one who can 

always be the owner. It is not possible that someone would not find hope in such a mission and calling, is 

it? 



 

Many special people are in our church. You should not take these people lightly. You may feel that they 

are talentless and know nothing, but you will find yourselves in trouble if you think little of them. Many 

people who took Rev. Moon lightly found themselves in deep trouble. God is the only one who knows 

what will happen to such people. Even if they are to become God's children, God still has to teach them. It 

is not something that just anyone can teach. 

 

What is it that you are learning through the word? Now that you know just what kind of person is in this 

place, you have to unfold your map and receive guidance as to where you are to go. This is a new age 

where those who do not know where to go will find it difficult even to remain standing up. What would 

they do then? 

 

We have God, our parent, who governs the universe. What would happen therefore if we align ourselves 

to the direction he takes? God cannot fail. As this is the most logical and natural conclusion, you will 

understand where it is that you are to be if you follow God, receiving his protection. 

 

You will know, in other words, what you have to do. 

 

Rev. Moon knows what he has to do. I have ascended to this kind of position in this chaotic age, but I 

have no doubt that I will ascend to a position even higher than now even in an age that is more chaotic 

than now as long as I am with God. If the Unification Church moves forward proudly with its eyes set on 

a goal that is even higher than what it has achieved so far, its path will surely open wide. 

 

 

 


